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				Lo sentimos. No hemos encontrado la página que buscas.

			
				
Puedes consultar alguno de nuestros últimos artículos. Seguro que te interesarán.

						

              Why are you interested in this job opportunity? How to answer in a job interview

                            Nail the ‘Why this job?’ question with strategies and examples. Ace your interview and boost your chances of success! 🚀

              
              


														
              Minimum wage in Chile

                            In Chile, minimum wage is called the Minimum Monthly Income, which is the minimum monthly amount paid for an ordinary working day (not to exceed 45 hours per week). It’s set by law by Congress, after a government proposal accepted by representatives of employers and workers. It usually becomes effective the first day of July […]

              
              


														
              CV templates: Combination 3

                            Combination or mixed CV formats and templates Format nº 3 Characteristics CV format: Combination or mixed Sections: Personal information Education Professional profile Skills / Abilities Working experience Languages IT knowledge Other activities Colours available: Green Desert sand Blue Maroon Download Download Download Download

              
              


														
              Job search portals

                            Internet has become an essential tool when looking for a job. Most companies rely on it when they need to publish new job offers and find employees for those positions. That’s why it’s important that you start right away to use this tool for your job search. Still a bit lost? Don’t worry, here’s a […]

              
              


														
              Finding the right job while being pregnant

                            Don’t forget that in a job search there are always two sides. On the one hand, the interviewer should consider if you’re right for the job, but you also have to see what they offer you and decide if you’re interested. Thus, you should read about the benefits the company offers to pregnant women or […]

              
              


														
              Advice: Make your CV more attractive

                            Looking for a job is never easy, we all know that. However, with the world economic crisis, enterprises have less work to offer and don’t want to hire new people, and it makes it even more difficult to find a job. That’s why, from our website, we want to give you some advice to help […]

              
              


														
              Getting ready for the job interview

                            Before going to a job interview, we recommend you get ready for it. You always have to show confidence and to achieve that, the best is to keep the situation under control, being sure of what you do. From our website, we recommend you follow this advice: Find out everything you can about the company […]

              
              


														
              What to expect from this job? Answering this interview question

                            During a job interview, one common question that often arises is, “What do you expect from this job?” While this question may seem straightforward, it is crucial to respond effectively in order to convey your expectations and align them with the company’s needs. In this article, we will provide you with some useful tips on […]

              
              


														
              How to find a job on the internet

                            The world wide web is becoming the most important tool in a job search. Most companies use it when they have to publish job offers and select applicants for a position. In fact, there are many websites and portals specifically dedicated to this purpose, and the offers are growing daily. If you’re starting to look […]

              
              


														
              The CV in Austria

                            In general, Curriculum Vitae consist of 1 or 2 pages. There’s usually a photograph at the top. There’s a strict chronological order (starting with the most recent studies or working positions giving exact information about them, for example: 1993-: Motor-Tour Enterprise, Area Manager, tasks: purchase of new and used cars), in a clear, professional way. […]
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Whether you need original CV models, classic CV examples or resume templates, you can find them all in our Resume formats & templates  section >
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